
Bio English (short version) 
Yentl Adams is a singer- songwriter and fingerstyle guitarist from Wuustwezel, Belgium. She 
writes her own songs using percussive fingerstyle guitar. Doing that, she always follows her 
heart. This results in dreamy or passionate and heart- captivating guitar songs with warm 
dynamics in the vocals! 

As an artist, Yentl has performed on many different stages: cafetaria, music halls and 
theatres, the streets, busker stages at Surfana, Leffingeleuren, ... Her biggest heroes and 
influences are Newton Faulkner, Xavier Rudd, John Butler, Ben Howard,… 

In 2018 she participated the program of 365 Dagen Succesvol (a personal development 
program) where she ended up on stage sharing her personal story of her family situation. 
David, the coach on stage, gave her a dual challenge. The first part was bringing a live song 
for her sister on stage the next day, and the second part was recording a single for her sister! 
Yentl brought a cover of ‘Under the same sun’ by Ben Howard in Afas Live, a big music hall 
in Amsterdam the next day. Bringing this music resulted in a standing ovation in the full 
room! The single for her sister will be recorded end 2020 by Studio Wolff at the Netherlands. 

Currently Yentl is working a second single she will record with Eric- Spitzer Marlyn in Vienna, 
Austria and on her first acoustic EP she will record with Declan Zapala in the UK.  
 
She can't wait to go & record abroad and share the result with you! ;-)  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Bio English (long version)  
Yentl Adams is a singer- songwriter and fingerstyle guitarist from Wuustwezel, Belgium. She 
writes her own songs using percussive fingerstyle guitar. Doing that, she always follows her 
heart. This results in dreamy or passionate and heart- captivating guitar songs with warm 
dynamics in the vocals! 

Yentl started singing and playing guitar in 2007, with the main focus on singing. In 2013, it 
was time for attitude!  Yentl started picking up the guitar again, but in a goal tackling way! In 
2014 she took songwriting classes at the Zomeracademie. In 2015 Yentl was learning to 
play alternative rock guitar, songwriting and acoustic guitar. In 2015 she followed Estill Voice 
Training Level 1 & 2.  2016-2018 Yentl started finding her own focus, and doing what she 
loves most: she chose to go for fingerstyle guitar and songwriting. In 2016 and 2018 she 
went to the Thomas Leeb Acoustic Bootcamp, where she got to meet fingerstyle guitar 
players from all over the world, and got lessons from lovely professional fingerstyle 
guitarists who teach their stuff like no one else does! Guitarists like Thomas Leeb, Vicki 
Genfan, Mike Dawes, Calum Graham, Don Ross, Newton Faulkner, and the list goes on!  
 
Yentl has a big passion for coaching, connecting with people and helping them to stay true to 
who they are. Which is why she studied bachelor in applied psychology and followed many 
personal development courses (Heart Intelligence, Be the Change, and 365 Dagen 
Succesvol). Of course a degree in professional coaching followed. In 2018 Yentls personal 
background story reached the stage during the personal development seminar of 365 Dagen 
Succesvol . David, the coach on stage, challenged her to bring a song for her sister the next 
day, which resulted in a standing ovation in the full room in Afas Live, a big music hall in 
Amsterdam! She also got the challenge to write her first song for her sister, which will be 
produced by Studio Wolff end 2020! 

As an artist, Yentl has performed on many different stages: cafetaria, music halls and 
theatres, the streets, busker stages at Surfana, Leffingeleuren, ... Her biggest heroes and 
influences are Newton Faulkner, Xavier Rudd, John Butler, Ben Howard, and so on!  

Currently Yentl is working on her second single she will record with Eric-Spitzer Marlyn in 
Vienna, Austria and on her first acoustic EP with Declan Zapala in the UK. 
 
She can't wait to go & record abroad and share the result with you! ;-)  

 


